Nursery News
Newsletter 2: October 3rd 2018
Last Week in Nursery…
As part of our “All about me” topic, we read lots of different
stories about Maisy Mouse and thought about how our
experiences were similar or different to hers. These included
going to nursery, going on holiday and going camping. We
did some craft and maths activities around these themes and
lots of speaking and listening.
The children are continuing to settle in, getting to know their
key person and the other children in the class and also
getting used to their new routine. Please don’t worry if your
child gets upset on being separated from you in the morning
– some children do find separation unsettling at first but it
usually becomes much easier when they get used to the
setting and routine. Our staff are very experienced at
helping the children to settle. It usually helps if you say a
quick goodbye and then leave straight afterwards. Thank
you for your help with this.
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Dates to remember…
The school photographer will be taking individual
th
photos on Tuesday 16 October. If your child does
not attend nursery on a Tuesday you may bring
them to the school hall on that day wearing their
school uniform in order to have their photograph
taken. Please go to the main reception from
8.30am – they will be expecting you.
Children who are in nursery on that day will have
their photograph taken during the session. We
won’t have anything messy out until after the
photographs!
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This Week in Nursery…
We have been reading Topsy and Tim stories about starting
school, going to the zoo, visiting granny and grandpa and
going to London. We have been doing some activities from
the stories including making sandwiches, planting bulbs and
recognising and sorting zoo animals.

Next Week…
We will be looking at some of the Charlie and Lola stories and
also doing lots of activities about Autumn, starting with an
Autumn walk on Monday morning – please make sure your
child has a coat and suitable footwear on that day.

Tapestry
You will have received, or soon be receiving, a letter asking for
your email details for the online learning journal we use called
Tapestry. Please note that there is a maximum of two email
addresses which can be linked to your child’s account.
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Tuesday and Wednesday 16 and 17 October –
Parent Consultation Sessions. Thank you for
returning your slips to request a parent consultation
session. You should have received your
appointment written on the bottom of the slip.
These appointments will last about ten minutes and
be an opportunity to discuss how your child has
settled in and any concerns you have. However,
please do speak to us before then if there is
something you need to tell us about sooner – we are
always willing to listen to your concerns and do what
we can to help.

Reminders
Please name all of your child’s belongings for
nursery – we already have some new unnamed
cardigans which haven’t been claimed.
If your child is going to be collected by anyone
different please write it down in the communication
book (Ladybirds Room) or the daily class list
(Bumblebees Room). The communication books in
both rooms can also be used to inform us of other
matters, e.g., medical appointments.

